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Abstract 
There is no gainsaying in the fact that the world is turning to a global village 

where boundaries and borders no longer exist between nations and states for 

them to interact or access information in the name of technology. Hence, the 

campaign for technological transfer among nations of the world without 

considering its effect on the recipients’ economy and her overall development. 

Technology which is believed to be an agent of development seems to be the 

reverse in Africa. This paper therefore posits that although the whole idea of 

technology is good as it aims to meet man’s challenges with a view to making 

life easier and better. One should not overlook the fact that the very idea of 

technology itself is conceived out of one’s experience which is embedded in the 

cultural and historical life of a particular nation and for the fact that culture is 

relative thus technology transfer might not be visible as it seems. Since for it to 

work effectively and efficiently for the recipient, it has to be assimilated hook 

line and sinker which is taking us back to enslavement by the superior powers. 

There is therefore the need to develop a technology situated in African culture 

and historical experiences before we can indeed experience sustainable 

development in Africa and indeed be free from the shackles of colonialism and 

cultural subjugation.  
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Introduction 

There seems to be existing an intrinsic connection between one’s sense of 

goodness or badness and one’s level of intellectual advancement and general 

awareness.1 The foregoing aphorism captures a vast aspect of the topic before 

us (though by implication) as it commits certain decisions, ethically, 

politically and technologically ordered, to near absolute gullibility, ignorance 

and erroneous conception of reality and the world around us. The question 

of technology transfer, has in recent times, assumed tremendous heights 

among the developing nations, for the most part, in their thrive towards 

development. There are certain pertinent questions that occupy the curious 

mind in the face of any discourse on technology transfer and transplant: Is 

technology actually transferable? Is the phenomenon of technology not 

merely an aspect of culture? Would technology transfer then mean a 

borrowing of culture? If yes, are certain cultural elements which accompany 

technology not mutually exclusive with the culture of the transferor 

nation/country? comes up in this discourse. These questions expose us to the 

problematic nature of the idea of technology transfer.  
 

It suffices to state here that technology has got its cultural positioning. In 

other words, the idea of technology transfer appears very apparently, to be a 

collection of certain cultural elements of the owning country to the borrowing 

country. This, however, does not debunk the possibility and viability of 

borrowing certain very helpful cultural elements or principles from a more 

advanced nation or even less advanced and appropriating them to suit the 

cultural demands of the borrowing nation. It simply argues the often-

displayed ignorance in not distinguishing between the material and the 

immaterial aspects of technology. In other words, it hardly differentiates 

between the principles and the concrete technologies when very obviously 

the latter is regulated and sustained by the former. This cultural positioning 

                                                 
1 Ogundowole.E. (2006). The Almagam Kakistocracy and Warfare Society: The Options. Lagos: 
Correct Counsels Ltd, p. 203. 
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of technology and the stark reality of its near non-transferability, given the 

complex nature of its appropriation, may have informed the externalized 

thinking of Kwame Gyekye when he argues:  

 
To the extent (1) that what is called technology transfer is, in its 

essentials, an aspect of the phenomenon of cultural borrowing, and 

(2) that the people to whom some technology is transferred are, thus 

expected to understand and take possession of it through active and 

purposeful participation in its acquisition. “Transfer of technology” 

is, in my view, a misnomer. For what is transferred may not be 

acquired, appropriated or assimilated.2 
 

The complexities of the issues surrounding the transfer of technology cannot 

be played down if a reasonable and thorough examination must be 

undertaken. It must be pointed out that the acquisition, appropriation and 

assimilation merged with the very idea of sustainability are what we 

understand by technology transplant as distinct from the transfer. It is 

therefore imperative in order for the full grasp of the section of this work to 

embark on clarification of the concept for which the work has come to place. 

This shall be succinctly followed by a critical examination of the nature of 

technology transfer and the African predicament. 
 

What is Technology-Transfer? 

In order to meaningfully comprehend technology transfer, it is only 

reasonable to discuss the head-word “technology” briefly then conceptualize 

it as a compound phenomenon “technology transfer.” Technology is indeed 

an interdisciplinary area covering the broader spectrum of scientific, 

managerial and engineering aspects of knowledge. Put differently, 

technology means “application of tools and methods: the study, 

development, and application of devices, machines, and techniques for 

                                                 
2  Kwame Gyekye, (1997). “Philosophy, Culture and Technology in Post-Colonial Africa” in 
Post-Colonial African Philosophy: A Critical Reader. Emmanuel Chukwu Eze (ed.), 
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Blackwell Publishers, p. 40. 
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manufacturing and productive processes.”3 It can be defined as how humans 

use the environment to meet their needs.4 This brief definition emphasizes 

that technology is the reflection of human ability to use resources and 

acquired knowledge of nature through accurate observation and thinking. 

Technology incorporates, among other things, research and development, 

design, process and production engineering, maintenance, management and 

entrepreneurship, marketing, investment and finance, human resources, 

information technology and many others.5 
 

Variously understood by scholars from different intellectual orientations, 

technology transfer enjoys a variety of definitions. Technology transfer, also 

called transfer of technology (TOT), is the process of transferring skills, 

knowledge, technologies, methods of manufacturing, samples of 

manufacturing and facilities among government or universities and other 

institutions to ensure that scientific and technological developments are 

accessible to a wider range of users who can then further develop and exploit 

the technology into new products, processes, applications, materials or 

services.6   
 

The term “technology transfer” means the transit of a technological device or 

system from one place to another. It can be conveniently defined, therefore, 

as acquiring and absorbing information about physical phenomena, 

equipment, machines, analytical concepts and operating techniques 

associated with technology. This pragmatic definition shows that technology 

transfer is mostly concerned with the replication of technological ideas and 

skills in terms of their hardware, orgaware, human ware and info ware 

                                                 
3 “Technology” in Microsoft® Encarta® Dictionaries 2009. © 1993-2008 Microsoft Corporation. 
4 Huria,V.K (1998). “Technology Transfer in the Developing Countries: Issues and 

Experiences”, (CEPERT International Conference Proceedings), p. 95. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Grosse Robert, (1996). “International Technology Transfer in Services” Journal of 
International Business Studies 27:  p. 782. 
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elements.7  Commonsensically, it refers to the transfer of new technology 

from the originator to a secondary user, especially from developed to less 

developed countries in an attempt to boost their economies. 
 

The Nature of Technology Transfer: The African Predicament 

It is undeniable that the human society depends very heavily on technology 

for the satisfaction of its most critical needs. It is also not mysterious to hear 

that technological developments vary from place to place often depending on 

a variety of socio-historical and geographical factors such as independence, 

environmental factors, human resource development and general exposure 

to scientific ideas. This technological advantage has endowed the modern 

man with the known qualities of God such as omnipotence, omniscience and 

omnipresence. The modern man lives just next door to every other man 

anywhere in the globe with the help of technological systems. These 

technologies are, not even (equal) at all geo-political configurations, hence 

the imperative quest for transfer from the more advanced countries for the 

most part, to the less advanced or developing countries.  
 

The facets of technological transfer with regard to the quest of the black man 

have varied over the years. The larger part of this yearning is not 

unconnected to some form of mental enslavement emanating from a long 

process of cultural subjugation and oppression to the point of losing faith in 

oneself. There have been quests for engineering transfers and transplants; 

medical technological systems without exclusion of various forms of assisted 

reproductive technological systems; agricultural technologies; and oil firms 

for the most part. All these have been pursued without due cognizance of the 

ontological implications both as sabotaging the transferor’s economy and the 

human and environmental depletion. Robert Pollard admonishes the receipt 

of technologies from the industrialized nations with a grain of salt as what 

                                                 
7 Huria, Op.cit., p. 96. 
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may be seen as gifts could in actuality be baits with which to hold the less 

developed nations. He argues: 
 

Some industrialized countries are making much of their willingness 

to support technology transfer, and many developing countries 

appear eager to receive the technology, albeit with a concern for the 

terms of the transfer. Technology transfer is being portrayed as one 

of the "gifts" offered by the industrial countries… in exchange for the 

adoption of environmental protection policies in developing nations. 

But is this gift not perhaps a Trojan Horse that carries within it an 

invading force?8 
 

Presenting his views in a series of rhetorical questions, he further added “Is 

there any real cost to the advanced nations of this "gift", or is this perhaps an 

eagerly awaited opportunity to open new markets and to develop new 

licensing agreements whose profitability over the long term will dwarf the 

cost of any initial outlay?”9 
 

Every meaningful development is orchestrated upon properly articulated 

goals and objectives which guide and regulate the entire internal and external 

relations of a nation. Since these goals and objectives constitute the priority 

of the state, technological negotiations are done on the basis of higher 

priorities as against ephemeral issues which at best serve to occasion internal 

discords which invariably halts the developmental process especially with 

post-colonial Africa. The mere idea of channeling developmental initiatives 

into the importation of weaponry as against human resource development to 

aid speedy growth is a misplaced priority. One understands this in 

connection with Pollard’s position above through the lens of Cassady Craft 

who in his work Weapons of Peace, Weapons of War: The Effect of Arms Transfers 

on War Outbreak, Involvement, and Outcomes, rightly noted that the transfer of 

                                                 
8 Robert Pollard “Some Issues in Technology Transfer” Draft document for the 

Technology Transfer Task Group of the NGO Strategy Group for UNCED, at (Prep 

Com II, Geneva, 4/91), p. 2. 
9 Ibid., p. 3. 
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ammunition technologies in large numbers into developing economies and 

often unguided, is an encouragement to war within and outside the terrains.10  

This does not rule out the necessity of developing a strong military base and 

defensive armory. It constitutes a problem when blown out of proportion, 

especially given the volatile nature of African ethnicities. The crisis situation 

in Nigeria for the past ten(10) years and beyond is an attestation to this fact. 
 

Again, in the techno-medical or pharmaceutical facet, the African continent 

can, very appropriately, be said to have been a victim of various forms of 

conspiracy theory. One finds it difficult to tell if imported vaccines really 

immunize or help to infect Africans with the very ailments they are “meant” 

to prevent one from. This can be explained by the fact that any law that tends 

to redirect any economy in a self-reliancist posture wittingly or unwittingly 

attracts the attention of the west to either disannul it as viable or 

conspiratorially show its danger on the people so and to further open up the 

people to mutilation and eternal vulnerability.  
 

It is always one painful story after another; one grave insensitivity to the 

genuine plight of the African continent after another; one terrible malady that 

has the posture of biological weaponry on Africa after another. We had the 

Ebola Virus Disease predominantly in Africa and now Lassa fever. All these 

come through technology transfers in one form or the other or treatments one 

receives from the western world. One with a fair sense of history and 

causation would always ask: why always Africa? Such inner agitations may 

have accounted for the externalized resentment Nkrumah expressed when 

he noted: 
 

It is far easier for the proverbial camel to pass through the needle’s 

eye, hump and all, than for an erstwhile colonial administration to 

give sound and honest counsel of a political nature to its liberated 

                                                 
10 Cassady, Craft. (1999). Weapons for Peace, Weapons for War: The Effect of 

Arms Transfers on War Outbreak, Involvement, and Outcomes. New York:  

Routledge, p. 12. 
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territory. To allow a foreign country, especially one which is loaded 

with economic interest in our continent, to tell us what political 

decisions to take, what political courses to follow, is indeed to hand 

back our independence on a silver platter.11 
 

In the quote above, Nkrumah began on the note of reference to erstwhile 

colonialist but soon made it appropriately blanketed to cover the entire 

foreign body with imperialistic interest in Africa. All these have left aside the 

fact of severe African dehumanization as some vaccines for pregnant women 

have very telling (negatively) consequences on the children birthed by such 

women. Some children appear to be barely human beings on account of this. 

Humans in the continent are made to live much like things amongst things 

as against humans amongst humans. 
 

This discourse has not really engaged the agricultural facet where imported 

chemicals as fertilizers and grass-killers have served to rape our lands of the 

productivity which had characterized them and for which they (the lands) 

were known. It is no story that Africans now live on about the best improved 

chemical fertilizers so much so that on the one hand, the consumption of 

chemicals in our food is practically unavoidable with the effect that mortality 

rate is on the increase; and on the hand, the next generation of humans in 

Africa may have no viable lands to grow their food. Africa, can, on this score, 

be said to be experiencing the worst of times.    

This gruesome nature of technology from the African experience particularly 

informed Schumacher’s thinking as to the need to rethink the technological 

phenomenon along the line of the end or the beneficiary. He argues: 
 

The modern world has been shaped by its metaphysics, which has 

shaped its education, which in turn has brought forth its science and 

technology. So, without going back to metaphysics and education, 

                                                 
11  Nkrumah, Kwame, (2007). “Consciencism” in Readings in African Political 

Thought. G.C.M. Mutiso & S.W. Rohio (ed.), Edinburgh: Heinemann Educational 

Books Ltd., p. 645.   
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we can say that the modern world has been shaped by technology. It 

tumbles from crisis to crisis; on all sides there are prophecies of 

disaster and, indeed, visible signs of breakdown. If that which has 

been shaped by technology, and continues to be so shaped, looks sick, 

it might be wise to have a look at technology itself. If technology is 

felt to be becoming more and more inhuman, we might do well to 

consider whether it is possible to have something better – a 

technology with a human face.12 
 

The African experience in matters of technology transfer has been very much 

unpleasant, for, whereas, the African nations have imported a lot of 

technologies from the western world, none has meaningfully served the need 

of the people neither has any been reasonably transplanted. Transplant as 

used in this context refers to the acquisition or appropriation as distinct from 

mere transfer. On this note, Ihuah argues: 
 

Acquisition understood here, is also called copy engineering or 

creative imitation in which the recipient culture acquires the 

technology from other cultures by either copying or “stealing” it from 

industrialized countries and then adapting or modifying it to suit our 

(the recipient’s) environment or by developing one’s own technology 

in response to the needs identified in the environment. China and 

Japan are classical examples in this regard.13 
 

This means that a sustainable development can only be that which is 

produced by and managed by the using culture, for in this sense, the side-

effects are best managed and or curbed since the process of developing the 

technology would be error revealing and self-correcting. Popper presents the 

progress of science essentially in this light, thus: 

                                                 
12 Schumacher E.F (1979). Small is Beautiful. New York: Harper and Row 

Publishers, pp. 101-102. 
13 Ihuah A.S, “Rethinking Human Development: Between Technology Transfer and 

Appropriate Technology” in The Nigerian Journal of Philosophy, Vol.1.2010/2011. 

p. 42. 
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Our knowledge grows through trial and error-elimination, and that 

the main difference between its prescientific and its scientific growth 

is that on the scientific level we consciously search for our error: the 

conscious adoption of the critical method becomes the main 

instrument of growth.... The critical method – or the critical approach 

– consists, generally, in the search for difficulties or contradictions 

and their tentative resolution, and that this approach could be carried 

far beyond science, for which critical tests are characteristic.14 
 

This is most applicable when the science, (in this case, technology) is built by 

the African culture, modified by and tailored to suit the African cultural 

Milieu. I have come to the realization that one cannot completely discard the 

relevance of copying technologies and or modeling African technologies after 

those of the industrialized nations. It is, however, incumbent on us to fashion 

out a technological system that considers the African personality or what 

Schumacher calls technology with a human face. In other words, we cannot 

be talking about technology without considering the human person which 

this technology is meant to serve. The justification for this human 

consideration of technology transfer emanates from what Ihuah points out:  
 

…technology has the capacity to transform human society, either 

positively or negatively, involving changes not only in our ways and 

patterns of living, but also in our values. It means then, that human 

beings have to decide whether the (new) values spewed out by 

technology are the kinds of values we need and would want to 

cherish.15 
 

This further buttress the idea that technology transfer is not really different 

from cultural transfer and these cultures in turn, come with new values which 

may be at complete variance with the most revered cultural strands and 

values of the African epistemic worldview. Pollard admonishes a number of 

                                                 
14 Popper K. (1982). Unended Quest: An Intellectual Auto Biography. Second 

Edition Revised.  Chicago: Open Court, p. 115. 
15 Ihuah, Op.cit., p.43. 
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interrogative indices that must be assessed critically in any discourse on 

technology transfer. He argues that there is a danger that the developing 

nations may become caught in the process of negotiating the scope and 

generosity of agreements for the transfer of technology from the 

industrialized nations without adequate consideration of alternative 

approaches to technology transfer.16 
 

Given, again, that technology transfer may become more burdensome than 

the gains it promises, it is reasonable to cross examine the effect of such 

transferred values on the transferor’s internal government and the likely 

internal economic displacement on the economy, the indigenous culture of 

the people, and even the financial implication.  
 

This is to say any reliance on foreign technology transfer amounts simply to 

a mirage as it is likely to worsen the state of the economy rather than its 

growth. Ihuah negates any such thing as technology transfer from without 

(outside) the culture which seeks to use it, in this case, the African cultural 

milieu. He argues further: 
 

Thus, technology is not transferred. What is transferred, on the 

contrary, is the colossal economic resources of the developing 

countries to the already developed ones. It must, thus, be noted that 

any form of technology that does not originate from within the socio-

cultural environment of a people can hardly be useful in dealing with 

their peculiar problems…the fact is that a technology borrowed or 

originated from within a cultural environment must be made to 

interact in a meaningful sense with the local environment.17 
 

One immediately finds justification for the reversal nature from technology 

transfer to transfer of Africa’s economic resources as Rodney argues: 
 

                                                 
16 Robert Pollard op.cit. p.4 
 
17 ibid 
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Colonial Africa fell within that part of the international capitalist 

economy from which surplus was drawn to feed the metropolitan 

sector…exploitation of land and labour is essential for human social 

advance, but only on the assumption that the product is made 

available within the area where the exploitation takes place. 

Colonialism was not merely a system of exploitation, but one whose 

essential purpose was to repatriate the profits to the so-called ‘mother 

country’. From an African view-point, that amounted to consistent 

expatriation of surplus produced by African labour out of African 

resources. It meant the development of Europe as part of the same 

dialectical process in which Africa was underdeveloped.18 
 

This position is again, further corroborated by Headrick Daniel in his The 

Tentacles of Progress: Technology Transfer in the Age of Imperialism 1850-

1940, thus: 
 

Once in control of an area, Western colonialists were not content to 

administer their new subjects and tax the existing economy, as 

previous conquerors had done. Instead, they strove to increase 

production and lower the costs of tropical products by applying 

Western industrial and scientific methods. The transfer did not, 

however, diversify the tropical economies, nor did it significantly 

raise per capita incomes. In other words, the tropical economies 

grew, but did not develop.19 
 

Restructuring African technological development, therefore, entails a 

coherent system of priorities with properly articulated goals and objectives 

which dominate the entire process. It means cognizing and recognizing that 

the western system of production is completely unworkable here in Africa at 

this time since it has a lot of socio-economic consequences. In other words, 

                                                 
18 Rodney W. (2005). How Europe Underdeveloped Africa. Abuja: Panaf Press, p. 

177. 
19 Headrick D.R. The Tentacles of Progress: Technology Transfer in the Age of 

Imperialism 1850-1940. New York: Oxford University Press, p. 7 
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African system of production at this material time in her history is that of 

production by the masses as distinct from the mass production technique of 

the western world. 

 

Conclusion  

Technological know-how is not an exclusive reserve of the western world, every 

human person is empowered with the natural capacity of intellection and 

creativity. Thus, we are not to play down on the mental powers of the African 

but to enhance a comprehensive development without having to unduly skip 

necessary stages of human development in the bid to meet up with a self-created 

competition. 

 

Rightly understood therefore, technology is the application of human ingenuity 

to serve the needs of man. One can only talk about a meaningful technological 

system when the primary agent, namely, man, is placed at the forefront of all 

considerations. Man, also, cannot be considered in isolation from his culture 

which encapsulates the totality of life of a people. It follows, therefore, that a 

meaningful technology in Africa must be that which is practically in consonance 

with the humanistic African values. In other words, a technological system 

which alienates man or treats man just as an object like every other thing is not 

sustainable and can hardly ever engender any genuine progress. It is, clear that 

the fate of a technological Africa lies in the hands of the Africans, for a good 

many of what she (Africa) seeks externally, lies latent, and untapped with her.  
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